Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Energy
Renewal

Energy

Energy

Energy

Urban

Summary
"Can be used by clergy, environmental activists,
congregations, civic organizations, religious institutions,
government agencies, scholars, theologians, and anyone
concerned about environmental sustainability ... [to]
engage people of faith in organized and individual
environmental action, foster interfaith dialogue about
environmental stewardship, [and] break down barriers
between secular environmentalists and people of faith"-Container.

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Environmentalism -- Religious aspects. Human
90mins
ecology -- Religious aspects. Nature conservation -Religious aspects. Environmental protection -Religious aspects.

2007 In library as a
hard copy

"David Wann follows the progress of the Wild Sage
Cohousing Community project, where future residents
participate in the design of their own neighborhood. The
stated architectural goal at the Wild Sage site in Boulder is a
"zero emissions" neighborhood in which solar energy,
energy efficiency, and changes in behavior eliminate the
Revolution Green "Documentary...about the renewable energy called
: A True Story of biodiesel and it's [sic] importance to the world economy"-Biodiesel in
container.
America

City planning -- Colorado -- Boulder -- Citizen
54mins
participation. Sustainable architecture -- Colorado -Boulder. Holiday Neighborhood (Boulder, Colo.)

2004 In library as a
hard copy

Biodiesel fuels. Renewable energy sources. Power 78mins
resources. Energy policy -- Environmental aspects.
Energy conservation.

2007 In library as a
hard copy

Climate Refugees: "Explores the global human impact of climate change and
The Human Face its serious destabilizing effect on international politics. The
of Climate Change film turns the distant concept of global warming into a
concrete human problem with enormous worldwide
consequences...The film features a variety of leading
scientists, relief workers, security consultants, and major
political figures, including John Kerry and Newt Gingrich.

Climatic changes. Global warming. Global
environmental change. Global environmental
change -- Political aspects. Global environmental
change -- Economic aspects. Greenhouse effect,
Atmospheric. Sustainable development. Human
beings -- Effect of climate on. Forced migration.

2010 In library as a
hard copy

Designing a Great
Neighborhood:
Behind the Scenes
at Holiday

86mins
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Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Energy
Thom Mayne,
Morphosis [video
recording] : U.S.
Federal Office
Building, San
Francisco, CA

Energy

Population and
World Resources

Energy

The Ecological
Footprint:
Accounting for a
Small Planet

Energy

Summary
"The Pritzker-prize winning architect Thom Mayne has been
identified with muscular, bold, steel-and-glass design since
founding his firm, Morphosis, in 1971. With the Federal
Office Building in San Francisco, Mayne proves that
innovative and sustainable architecture can be introduced
successfully into a building type once considered
predictable and boring. In this tour of the dramatic high-rise
building, Mayne takes us through the many awe-inspiring
spaces, including the main lobby, upper-level offices, and
"Using examples from around the globe, this video looks at
how the world's resources are consumed by populations at
different levels of economic and technological
development....This video stresses the importance of
ecological sustainability, and prompts students to think
about the opportunities and obstacles surrounding the
adoption of sustainable practices."---Distributor's website.

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Mayne, Thom. Sustainable architecture -- United
States. Architecture -- United States -- History -21st century. Architecture, Modern -- 20th
century.

28mins

2008 In Library as a
hard copy

Sustainable development.

31mins

2003 In library as a
hard copy

30mins

2005 streaming online
with faculty
access only

53mins

2006 In library and
streaming online
with faculty
access only

"We can choose to live on a depleted planet or we can
Wackernagel, Mathis, 1962- -- Film and video
choose to live on a rich, biologically diverse, more stable
adaptations. Rees, William E. -- Film and video
planet' proposes Dr. Mathis Wackernagel, co-creator of the adaptations. Sustainable development. Nature -Ecological Footprint. He suggests that an essential step in
Effect of human beings on. Human ecology.
avoiding depletion is to track ecological assets, allowing us Economic development -- Environmental aspects.
to make more informed choices. In the film, Wackernagel
introduces the Ecological Footprint, a resource accounting
The Power of
"When Cuba lost access to Soviet oil in the early 1900s, the Cuba -- Economic conditions -- 1990- Sustainable
Community: How country faced an immediate crisis -- feeding the population - agriculture -- Cuba. Sustainable development -Cuba Survived
- and an ongoing challenge: how to create a new lowCuba. Energy conservation -- Cuba. Renewable
Peak Oil
energy society. Cuba transitioned from large, fossil-fuel
energy sources -- Cuba. Energy consumption --
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Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Energy
Powershift

Energy

Building Green

Energy

Nuclear Energy:
Issues

Energy

Our Common
Future

Summary

Topics

A primer on alternative energy sources & energy
Renewable energy sources. Energy conservation.
conservation. Also discusses how individuals can lead more Sustainable living.
energy-sustainable lifestyles.

A program that demonstrates the personal, cultural, and
economic benefits to be had by utilizing a variety of modern
techniques and technologies to plan and build
environmentally friendly, safe, comfortable, and attractive
homes. Features various houses and communities that have
been designed and constructed using an assortment of
building materials and energy sources deemed sustainable
Almost one-fifth of the world's electricity comes from
nuclear power. Supporters claim it is safe, cheap, and the
answer to global warming. Critics call it dangerous,
expensive, and hardly the solution to climate change. This
program presents arguments for and against nuclear energy
while exploring scientific concepts behind it. Topics include:
the disposal or storage of radioactive waste; the likelihood
An environment in crisis / David Suzuki -- v. 2. Dangers of a
global greenhouse : the long hot summer / S. Schneider -- v.
3. Our vanishing forests : a view from the north / Chris
Maser. A view from the south / Martin Hor Kok Peng -- v. 4.
Living and working in a toxic environment / Samuel Epstein,
M.D. -- v. 5. Healing ourselves, healing our world / John
Robbins, Laura Lake -- v. 6. Energy strategies for global
survival / A. Lovins -- v. 7. The economics connection :
sustainable third world development for global security /
Martin Khor Kok Peng. From the arms race to a viable
environment / L. Agran. -- v. 8. Ensuring a habitable planet /

Length

Year

Availability

26mins

2005 In library as a
hard copy

Environmentalism -- Religious aspects. Human
44mins
ecology -- Religious aspects. Nature conservation -Religious aspects. Environmental protection -Religious aspects.

2007 In library as a
hard copy

Water -- Pollution. Toxicology. Social policy. Refuse 38mins
2008 streaming online
and refuse disposal. Public policy. Public policy
(Law) -- United States. Power resources -Environmental aspects. Political planning -- United
States. Policy sciences. Natural resources -Management. Energy development. Energy
consumption. Conservation of natural resources -Human ecology -- Congresses. Ecology -8 volumes 1989 In library as a
Congresses. Nature -- Effect of human beings on -hard copy
Congresses. Environmental policy -- Congresses.
Economic development -- Environmental aspects -Congresses.
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Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Summary
Category Category
Energy
Six Degrees Could Based on Mark Lynas's Six Degrees: Our Future on a Hotter
Change the World Planet, this program explores the theory that Earth's
average temperature could rise six degrees Celsius by the
year 2100. One poignant degree at a time, the
consequences of rising temperatures on Greenland's ice
sheet and Himalayan glaciers, tropical coral reefs and the
Amazon rainforest, and elsewhere across five continents
are illustrated. In addition, some of the world's top climate
researchers present existing technologies and remedies
that can help in the battle to cool off the global
thermometer. An alarming preview of a potentially
catastrophic future-and a global call to action!

Energy

Waste

Sustainability
Can sustainability be applied to any design work, whether
Considerations in it's jewelry or architecture? What exactly does it mean to
Design
take a sustainable approach to design? This program
examines the art of conceiving and creating physical
products according to ecologically sound principles. Viewers
learn the importance of, and the basic working framework
for, design work that utilizes renewable resources, makes
the most efficient use of energy and materials, and
minimizes waste and environmental impact. Examples from
the industries of architecture, fashion design, and graphic
design are provided.

Topics
Nature -- Effect of human beings on. Human
geography -- Environmental aspects. Human
ecology. Environmental geography. Ecosystem
management. Climatic changes. Air pollution.

Length

Year

Availability

96mins

2007 streaming online

Technology -- Moral and ethical aspects.
26mins
Technology and law. Mechanical engineering.
Graphic arts -- Study and teaching. Graphic arts.
Environmental protection. Design. Conservation of
natural resources -- Economic aspects. Computer
graphics. Communication in design.
Communication in art. Commercial art.

2008 streaming online
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Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Energy
Green
Architecture:
Environmentally
Friendly Housing

Summary
Combining aesthetics, sustainability, and function is the
challenge of green architecture-and 20 teams of college
students from North America and Europe brilliantly rise to
that challenge as they compete to design, build, and
demonstrate the operation of the most attractive and
energy-efficient house at the 2007 Solar Decathlon held in
Washington, D.C. This program tracks the teams from the
University of Maryland, MIT, The University of Texas at
Austin, and Lawrence Technological University as they seek
out corporate sponsors, research available materials, and
hone their construction skills to create appealing living
spaces that require zero energy.

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Power resources -- Environmental aspects. Natural 31mins
resources -- Management. Industrial arts -Vocational guidance. Environmental sciences -Study and teaching. Environmental protection.
Energy development. Energy consumption.
Conservation of natural resources -- Economic
aspects. Civil engineering. Architecture, Modern.

2008 streaming online

Energy

The Suzuki Diaries David Suzuki and his youngest daughter travel to Europe
(Germany, Denmark, France & Spain) to see what
sustainability truly looks like.

Environmentalism. Renewable energy sources -Europe. Sustainable development -- Europe.
Human geography. Human ecology. Economic
development -- Environmental aspects -- Europe.
Lifestyles. Documentary television programs.

45mins

2009 In library as a
hard copy

Energy

Escape from
Suburbia: Beyond
the American
Dream

Petroleum industry and trade -- Forecasting.
Suburbs -- North America. American Dream.
Sustainable development -- North America -Citizen participation.

95mins

2007 In library as a
hard copy and
streaming online
with faculty
access only

Examines how modern civilization is approaching the limits
of growth and the end of cheap oil, the basis of North
American life in the 21st century. Focuses on suburbs as
both the symbol and cause of problems, and examines
several couples who have chosen to opt out of the so-called
"American Dream" to live more responsible, meaningful
lives. Also examines citizens' groups confronting our
addiction to oil in the Peak Oil movement, and explores
viable alternatives for ensuring the survival of a sustainable
civilization.
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Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Energy
Water
Burning the
Future: Coal in
America

Summary
Examines the effects of coal mining on the environment in
West Virginia and the groundswell of conflict that has
arisen between the citizens and the coal industry.

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Coal mines and mining -- Environmental aspects -- 89mins
West Virginia.
Coal trade -- Environmental aspects -- West
Virginia.
Water -- Pollution -- West Virginia.
Environmental degradation -- West Virginia.
Mountaintop removal mining -- Environmental
aspects -- West Virginia.
Habitat conservation -- West Virginia.
Global warming -- Government policy -- United
89mins
States.
Climatic changes -- Government policy -- United
States.
Climatic changes -- Effect of human beings on.

2008 In library as a
hard copy

Energy

Everything's Cool Explains how United States government policy has
contributed to a gap between what scientists know about
global warming and what the general public understands.
Documents the efforts of journalists, environmentalists,
and activists to close this gap and to motivate citizens and
the government to take action.

Energy

The Next
Industrial
Revolution

Explores how businesses are transforming themselves to
work with nature and profitability.

McDonough, William. Braungart, Michael, 195855mins
Sustainable architecture. Sustainable buildings -Design and construction. Industrial management -Environmental aspects. Manufactures -Environmental aspects.

2001 In library and
streaming online
with faculty
access only

Energy

The Great
Squeeze

Explores the current economic and ecological crisis
stemming from our dependence on cheap and abundant
energy. Demonstrates that there are recurring patterns of
self-destructive and short-sighted behaviors that parallel
our modern times.

Sustainable living. Social history. Social change.
Energy consumption.

2008 In library as a
hard copy

67mins

2007 In library as a
hard copy
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Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Energy
An Inconvenient
Truth

Summary

Former Vice President Al Gore explains the facts of global Gore, Albert, 1948warming, presents arguments that the dangers of global
Global warming.
warning have reached the level of crisis, and addresses the Global warming -- Government policy -- United
efforts of certain interests to discredit the anti-global
States.
warming cause. Between lecture segments, Gore discusses Greenhouse effect, Atmospheric.
his personal commitment to the environment, sharing
Greenhouse effect, Atmospheric -- Government
anecdotes from his experiences.
policy -- United States.
Environmental policy.
Green building pioneers are making their part of the "built Conservation of natural resources. Sustainable
environment" a more energy-efficient and environmentally buildings -- Design and construction. Sustainable
friendly place. Each project is a proving ground.
architecture. Building -- Environmental aspects.
Construction industry -- Environmental aspects.
Architecture -- Environmental aspects.

Energy

Green Builders

Energy

China: Sustainable Having overtaken the U.S. as the world's biggest polluter,
Homebuilding
China is now responsible for 11 percent of all greenhouse
gas production. Can the country reduce its carbon footprint
without slowing its unprecedented economic growth? This
program shows how that question is playing out in the
Chinese construction industry, highlighting the creation and
practical application of new homebuilding standards.
Collaboration between French and Chinese experts has led
to groundbreaking insulation techniques-illustrated here in
Gasland
In 2009, Delaware River Basin native Josh Fox was
presented with an interesting proposal: lease his family
lands to a natural gas company for a new method of drilling
called hydraulic fracturing, and get a check for $100,000. He
wouldn't have to do anything but sit back and collect the
money. Curious about the process, Fox embarks on an
exploration of other areas where natural gas drilling was
already in progress, to observe firsthand any potential

Energy

Water

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

96mins

2006 In library as a
hard copy

57mins

2009 In library as a
hard copy

Social geography. Social ecology. Nature -- Effect of 27mins
human beings on. Management -- Moral and
ethical aspects. Human geography -- Social aspects.
Human geography -- Environmental aspects.
Human ecology. Environmental protection.
Environmental geography. Cultural geography.
Conservation of natural resources -- Economic
aspects. Business ethics. Architecture, Modern.
Tibet (China) China.
Halliburton Company -- Technological innovations -- 103 mins
Environmental aspects. Hydraulic fracturing -Environmental aspects -- United States. Gas
industry -- Corrupt practices -- United States.
Natural gas reserves -- Marcellus Shale. Oil and gas
leases -- United States. Gas -- Law and legislation -United States. Natural gas -- Prospecting -- United
States. Natural gas -- Prospecting -- Marcellus

2009 streaming online

2010 In library as a
hard copy and
streaming online
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Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Summary
Category Category
Energy
The Biofuel Myth Once widely considered a sustainable energy source, some
forms of biofuel are now seen as exploitative and
environmentally harmful. This program examines the global
dilemma over palm oil-a fuel source championed by the
European Union before the effects of its cultivation became
apparent in the developing world. Viewers meet members
of Indonesia's Orang Rimba tribe who have drawn
sustenance from the rainforests for millennia and now
Energy
E². Design.
Six 30-minute chapters featuring the designers and drivers
Season three
of change in the world of sustainable architecture. Each
episode explores the potential of the built environment to
help reverse our global climate crisis.

Energy

Transport

Low Carbon: The
Economics of
Elimate Change

Some conservatives paint the environmentalist movement
as socialist or worse, but the key to reducing humanity's
carbon footprint may actually appear in new manifestations
of capitalism. From electric car technology to the
production of ethanol out of waste products, fighting
climate change is in fact creating new economic
opportunities and could actually steer the planet away from
a plunge in Gross World Product. One of the countries

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Power resources -- Environmental aspects. Natural 44mins
resources -- Management. Management -- Moral
and ethical aspects. Environmental protection.
Energy development. Energy consumption.
Conservation of natural resources -- Economic
aspects. Business ethics. Pacific Area -- Study and
teaching. Asia -- Study and teaching.

2009 streaming online

Piano, Renzo. Sustainable architecture.
180mins
Architecture, Modern -- 20th century. Architecture
and energy conservation. Environmental policy.

2008 In library as a
hard copy

Nature -- Effect of human beings on. Management - 57mins
- Moral and ethical aspects. International business.
International business enterprises -- Management.
Human geography -- Environmental aspects.
Human ecology. Environmental protection.
Environmental geography. Conservation of natural
resources -- Economic aspects. Business ethics.

2009 streaming online
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Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Energy
The Green
Encyclopedia: Part
2 Environmental
Concerns and
Threats

Summary

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

This collection of 40 video clips (1 minute 10 seconds each) Lifestyles -- Health aspects. Environmental sciences 54mins
addresses concerns about—and threats to—the
-- Study and teaching. Environmental chemistry.
sustainability of life on Earth as global warming increases in Ecology.
severity. The collection also spotlights recycling and
alternative energy, keys to building a brighter future for the
planet.

2008 streaming online

2008 streaming online

Energy

The Green
Encyclopedia: Part
1 Environmental
Innovations and
Opportunities

This collection of 60 video clips (1 minute 10 seconds each) Lifestyles -- Health aspects. Environmental sciences 80mins
presents innovations and opportunities arising from the
-- Study and teaching. Environmental chemistry.
impact of environmental threats on the people of the
Ecology.
world.

Energy

Green building:
Your Edge in the
Home Building
Market Place

This DVD version of David Johnston's seminar provides
practical information building professionals need to know
to build green in ways that are energy-conscious, healthy
and environmentally responsible.

Energy

Renewable Energy This program examines the urgent need--not only in the
U.S. but across the world--for sustainable energy; it also
illustrates how new power production methods are

Ecological houses. Sustainable buildings -- Design 420mins/4 2006 In library as a
and construction. Dwellings -- Design and
discs
hard copy
construction -- Environmental aspects. Dwellings -Environmental engineering.

Renewable energy sources. Sustainable
development. Electric power. Solar energy.

28mins

2007 In library as a
hard copy
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Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Summary
Category Category
Energy
Empowering the This program exams several clean, sustainable energy
World:
technologies from developed countries that can aid the
Technologies for a growth of emerging nations.
Sustainable
Future

Energy

Urban

Energy

Urban

Energy

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Renewable energy sources -- Developing countries 30mins

2004 In library

21mins

1997 In library as a
hard copy

Asian
Development
Report: Features
The End of
Suburbia

This video news magazine program focuses on stories of
development and change in the Asian and the Pacific
region. This edition contains stories from Bangladesh, Viet
Through interviews with scientists and policy makers this
documentary explores the premise that American suburbs,
built on the easy availability of fossil fuels, may become
untenable.

Bangladesh -- Economic conditions. Bhutan -Economic conditions. Sustainable agriculture -Bhutan. Sustainable development -- Bhutan. Rain
Suburbs -- United States. Petroleum industry and
trade.

78mins

2004 In Library as a
hard copy

Warming up in
Mongolia

Today the Mongolian government is working with
international development agencies in an attempt to
ensure a sustainable transition for its nation into the
modern world. This film looks at how Mongolia is powering
itself. All electricity produced in Mongolia comes from fossil
fuels. What can be done to repair environmental damage
and introduce sustainable alternatives? The film also looks
at the long-term environmental implications of exhausting
Mongolia's natural resources and asks, what clean
technological solutions are there to Mongolia's problems?

UN Millennium Project. Environmental policy -25mins
Mongolia. Sustainable development -- Mongolia.
Renewable energy sources -- Government policy -Mongolia. Natural resources -- Management.
Mongolia -- Social conditions.

2004 In Library as a
hard copy
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Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Energy
If… The Oil Runs
Out

Energy

Case Studies in
Environmentally
Friendly Design

Summary
Transporting viewers to the year 2016, this program paints
a disturbing picture of an oil-starved America and the
socioeconomic upheaval that may accompany the death of
the Oil Age. The film follows a middle-aged, Midwestern
couple through violence at gas stations, conflicts with
neighbors, and the loss of their livelihood; it also focuses on
their daughter, an oil prospector determined to find new
crude oil fields in the Alaskan National Wildlife Refuge.
Interspersed with the docudrama are notable statistics on
oil production and consumption as well as real-world
interviews with former Pentagon energy security adviser
Paul Domjan, Centre for Global Energy Studies chairman
Sheikh Ahmed Zaki Yamani, and other experts.

Topics

Length

Power resources -- Environmental aspects. Nature - 44mins
- Effect of human beings on. Natural resources -Management. International relations. International
economic relations. International business
enterprises -- Management. International business.
Human geography -- Environmental aspects.
Human ecology. Geology, Structural.
Environmental geography. Energy development.
Energy consumption. Earth -- Mantle.

Using a series of case studies, originally aired as videoSustainable architecture -- Case studies.
90mins
conferences during 1993, this video examines the principles Architecture and energy conservation. Land use -of environmentally responsible design. Highlighted are the Environmental aspects -- United States.
Audubon Society Headquarters in New York, N.Y.; the Way
Station in Frederick, MD.; the Rocky Mountain Institute in
Snowmass, CO; the NMB Bank in the Netherlands; the
Westbend Mutual Insurance headquarters in West Bend,
Wisc.; and the Greening of Harlem, New York, N.Y.

Year

Availability

2006 streaming online

1994 In library as a
hard copy
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Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Summary
Category Category
Energy
The Green Fuel
Will biofuels reduce greenhouse gas emissions or actually
Gamble : Better or increase them? Does the biofuel industry threaten the
Worse Than Oil? world's rainforests? Is corn, palm, rapeseed, or sugar cane
the best plant source? What about recycled cooking oil?
This program explores the ongoing controversy over biofuel
technology, raising disturbing questions about sustainability
and environmental impact while evaluating possible
solutions. Expert commentary comes from key stakeholders
in the debate, including officials at Greenpeace, the Shell oil
company, and biofuel manufacturer Greenergy.

Energy

Topics

Length

Power resources -- Environmental aspects. Nature - 30mins
- Effect of human beings on. Natural resources -Management. Natural resources. Landforms.
Hydrology. Human ecology. Environmental
protection. Energy development. Energy
consumption. Conservation of natural resources -Economic aspects.

Year

Availability

2008 streaming online

If A Tree Falls: A
Story of the Earth
Liberation Front

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Food
Urban
What's on Your
Plate

Food

Urban

Dive!

Summary
"A ... documentary about kids and food politics. Over the
course of one year, the film follows two eleven year old
multiracial city kids as they explore their place in the food
chain."--Container.

Topics
Hope-Gund, Sadie Rain.
Riddle, Safiyah Kai.
Food consumption.
Diet.
Nutrition.

"Follow filmmaker Jeremy Seifert and his circle of friends as Supermarkets -- Waste disposal -- United States.
they 'dumpster dive' in the back alleys and gated garbage
Grocery trade -- Waste disposal -- United States.
receptacles of L.A.'s supermarkets. In the process, they
Food banks -- United States.
uncover thousands of dollars worth of good food and an
ugly truth about waste in America: grocery stores know
they are wasting and most refuse to do anything about it." Container.

Length

Year

Availability

76mins

2009 In library as a
hard copy

55mins

2009 In library as a
hard copy
available to
CSUN faculty
only
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Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Food
Good Food

Food

Food

Water

The End of the
Line

Eating Alaska

Summary
"Something remarkable is happening in the fields and
orchards of the Pacific Northwest: small family farmers are
making a comeback. They're growing much healthier food,
and lots more food per acre, while using less energy and
water than factory farms. For decades Northwest
agriculture was focused on a few big crops for export. But
to respond to climate change and the end of cheap energy,
each region needs to produce more of its own food and to
grow food more sustainably. GOOD FOOD visits producers,
farmers' markets, distributors, stores, restaurants and
public officials who are developing a more sustainable food
system for all".
"This first major feature documentary film revealing the
impact of overfishing on our oceans ... examines the
imminent extinction of Bluefin tuna, brought on by
increasing western demand for sushi; the impact on marine
life resulting in huge overpopulation of jellyfish; and the
profound implications of a future world with no fish that
would bring certain mass starvation. Filmed over two years,
"What happens to a vegetarian who moves to the Alaskan
Frontier? Eating Alaska is a serious and humorous film
about connecting to where you live and eating locally.
Made by a former city dweller now living on an island in
Alaska and married to [a]fisherman, deer hunter and
environmental activist, it is a journey into food politics,
regional food traditions, our connection to the wilderness
and to what we put into our mouths." -www.eatingalaska.com

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Natural foods -- Northwest, Pacific. Sustainable
73mins
agriculture -- Northwest, Pacific. Organic farming -Northwest, Pacific. Food cooperatives -Northwest, Pacific. Farmers' markets -- Northwest,
Pacific. Community-supported agriculture -Northwest, Pacific.

2008 In library as a
hard copy

Overfishing. Fishery resources. Fisheries. Fishery
management.

2009 In library as a
hard copy

161mins

Local foods -- Moral and ethical aspects -- Alaska. 57mins
Food -- Moral and ethical aspects -- Alaska. Natural
foods -- Alaska. Sustainable living -- Alaska.
Sustainable agriculture -- Alaska. Food industry
and trade -- Moral and ethical aspects -- Alaska.

2009 In library as a
hard copy
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Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Food
Nourish: Food +
Community

Food

Food

Missing out:
Anemia Threatens
the Populations of
Niger and
Tanzania

Urban

Earth Day, Then
and Now, and
Building a
Sustainable
Future

Summary

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

"With beautiful visuals and engaging stories, Nourish
Food -- Social aspects. Food supply -explores the provocative question: What's the story of your Environmental aspects. Food supply -- Economic
food? By providing a "big picture" view of our food system, aspects. Nutrition. Food industry and trade.
Nourish reveals the many ways that food connects to our
environment, our health and our communities. Most
importantly, Nourish offers specific action steps that
viewers can take to help create a sustainable food future."-Website.

26mins

2009 In Library as a
hard copy

(Producer) Niger is one of the poorest countries in the
world, and less than a third of the population has access to
any health care. Malnutrition remains the main cause of
maternal and infant mortality, and well over half of all
pregnant women suffer from iron deficiency anemia. In
Tanzania, malaria is blamed for the increase in anemia. In
some areas, 93 percent of children suffer from the
condition. UNICEF believes that the way forward are
micromultinutrient pills which contain iron folate and other
vitamins. But is this a sustainable solution for these
countries? This program follows two traditional birth
attendants as they try to persuade women to take iron
1. A session on "Earth Day, Then and Now" with Nancy
Pearlman, Founder of Ecology Center for Southern
California, Editor of Compendium Newsletter,
Host/Producer of TV's award-winning ECONEWS and radio's
Environmental Directions. 2. A session on "Building a
Sustainable Future" with Dr. Bill Roley, Director of PermaCultural Institute of Southern California.

28mins

2001 In library as a
hard copy

60mins

1990 In library as a
hard copy

Anemia -- Epidemiology -- Niger. Anemia -Epidemiology -- Tanzania. Anemia -- Treatment -Niger. Anemia -- Treatment -- Tanzania. Dietary
supplements -- Niger. Dietary supplements -Tanzania. Folic acid -- Therapeutic use -- Niger.
Folic acid -- Therapeutic use -- Tanzania. Health
services accessibility -- Niger. Health services
accessibility -- Tanzania. Iron -- Therapeutic use -Niger. Iron -- Therapeutic use -- Tanzania.
Pregnancy -- Complications -- Prevention -- Niger.
Pregnancy -- Complications -- Prevention -Tanzania. Prenatal care -- Niger. Prenatal care -Earth Day. Environmentalism.
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Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Food
We Feed the
World

Food

The Future of
Food: A Looming
Crisis

Summary
A globe-trotting exposé of our modern agricultural system.
From struggling fishermen and long-distance truckers, to
agronomists and multi-national corporate executives.
Presents a sobering portrait of the people who define the
contemporary food industry, where the constant pursuit of
profit takes precedence over the health of the workers, the
hungry, and the environment. Reveals the distressing
problems of the industrialized world food system and what
world hunger has to do with us. Nearly 1 billion of the 7
billion people on Earth are starving, but the food produced
could feed 12 billion people.
According to Tim Lang, Professor of Food Policy at London's
City University, future wars may be fought specifically over
agricultural resources. Given the present volatility of food
prices and the riots they provoked in 2008, his theory
seems to be on the mark. This program assesses the
potential for a global food crisis as it guides viewers through
issues involving climate change, oil consumption, biofuel
development, fish stock depletion, and other topics. A Rift
Valley herder discusses drought in Africa; a Cuban scholar
details the impact of the Soviet collapse on food
transportation in his country; an Indian farmer reports
being pressured into planting jatropha instead of food
crops; and Senegalese fishermen lament the intrusion of
Western corporate interests. A Blakeway Television

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Agricultural systems. Food crops. Agriculture. Plant 96mins
biotechnology. Sustainable agriculture.

2009 In library as a
hard copy

Water -- Environmental aspects. Nature -- Effect of 52mins
human beings on. Land use -- Environmental
aspects. International relations. International
economic relations. Human geography -Environmental aspects. Human geography -Economic aspects. Human ecology. Environmental
protection. Environmental geography. Economic
Geography. Conservation of natural resources -Economic aspects.

2009 streaming online

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Food
Water
Seeds of Change:
Case Study of
Sustainable
Development in
China

Food

Clean food,
Organic
Agriculture

Food

King Corn

Summary
After surviving an emergency crash-landing, Dr. Sam Chao
resolved to do something that would make a difference in
the world. This award-winning program follows the
outcome of his resolution: ECO, the Ecological Conservancy
Outreach fund. Donating his life savings to the project, Dr.
Chao enlists his childhood friend, Dr. Larry Wang, to clean
up the Yangtze River and its tributaries, ravaged by erosion
due to deforestation. As the video shows, sustainable
ecological improvement must be linked to economic
improvement for farmers whose very lives hang in the
balance of such plans. Filmed largely in China's Yunnan
province, Seeds of Change visits the farmers who switch
from growing crops on the riverbanks to forest-based
agriculture.
Although more than 12,000 organic farms operate in the
United States, increasing demand for organically grown
food requires substantial imports from abroad. This
program delves into the world of sustainable, eco-friendly
agriculture; it also highlights advances that should
eventually enable all Americans to "act locally" when they
shop for organic food. George Siemon, founder and CEO of
Organic Valley, talks about the inner workings of his
An examination of the modern corn agricultural industry,
the filmmakers use a humorous touch to investigate the
trends and market forces which are transforming this oncesimple food. Through a subsidized system of industrial
processing , corn has become something quite different and
unexpected, a far-reaching commercial product almost
omnipresent in modern life.

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Water -- Pollution. Water -- Environmental aspects. 48mins
Toxicology. Refuse and refuse disposal. Physical
geography -- Asia. Nature -- Effect of human beings
on. Land use -- Environmental aspects. Human
ecology. Environmental protection. Conservation
of natural resources -- Waste disposal.
Conservation of natural resources -- Economic
aspects. Tibet (China) China.

2008 streaming online

Water -- Environmental aspects. Nutrition.
28mins
Management -- Moral and ethical aspects. Land
use -- Environmental aspects. International
economic relations. International business
enterprises -- Management. International business.
Food -- Safety measures. Food supply. Food
security. Food handling. Food habits. Diet. Business
ethics.
Corn industry -- United States. Corn products
90mins
industry -- United States. Corn -- Processing -United States. Corn as food -- United States. Corn
as feed -- United States. Agriculture -- Iowa. Farms - Iowa -- Butler County.

2005 streaming online

2007 In Library as a
hard copy and
streaming online
with faculty
access only

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Food
The Future of
Food

Food

Water

Chad: Hydraulic
Projects and
Peace

Food

Vanishing of the
Bees

Food

Gardens of
Destiny

Summary
Biodiesel fuels. Renewable energy sources. Power
resources. Energy policy -- Environmental aspects. Energy
conservation.

Topics

Length

Genetically modified foods. Agricultural
89mins
biotechnology. Agriculture -- Economic aspects.
Agriculture -- Environmental aspects. Agriculture
and politics. Agriculture and state. Food supply -Government policy. Organic farming. Sustainable
agriculture. Food law and legislation -- United
Characterized as an LDC or Least Developed Country, the
Wealth. Social geography. Social ecology. Social
26 mins
nation of Chad wrestles with drought, population growth, classes. Power (Social sciences) Nature -- Effect of
and resulting tensions between farmers and herders. This human beings on. Human geography -- Social
program investigates hydraulic projects and mediation
aspects. Human geography -- Environmental
initiatives that are fostering relationships between Chad's aspects. Human geography -- Economic aspects.
food growers and its nomadic, livestock-centered cultures. Human ecology. Environmental protection.
Overviewing the basic causes of Chadian land disputes and Environmental geography. Economic Geography.
competition for water sources as well as failed
Cultural geography. Conservation of natural
modernization schemes proposed during the 1960s, the
resources -- Economic aspects. Africa, Sub-Saharan
film explores new solutions based on recognizing traditional -- Social conditions.
agriculture and natural migration routes. Viewers witness
"sit-down" talks between farmers and herders that could
Colony Collapse Disorder has brought beekeepers to crisis Bee culture. Colony collapse disorder of
88mins
in an industry responsible for producing apples, broccoli,
honeybees. Honeybee -- Effect of human beings
cherries, almonds and a hundred other fruits and
on. Honeybee -- Ecology. Honey. Honey trade.
vegetables. This documentary follows two commercial
Animals and civilization.
beekeepers as they strive to keep their bees healthy and
Dan Jason is an organic gardener on Salt Spring Island of the Jason, Dan. Seed and Plant Sanctuary for Canada. 63mins
Canadian west coast and the head of the Seed and Plant
Organic farming. Organic gardening. Agriculture -Sanctuary for Canada, a network of gardeners from around Environmental aspects. Natural foods -- Health
the world working to preserve as much plant diversity as
aspects. Agro biodiversity. Agriculture and politics.
possible. This film explores Dan's garden and seed world
Seed technology -- Environmental aspects.
and investigates, with several sustainable development
specialists, such issues as genetic engineering, terminator
seeds, and the pitfalls of industrial agriculture in North
America. The film offers several easy solutions for citizens
and governments in the United States and Canada,
including supporting organic growers and starting your own

Year

Availability

2007 In library as a
hard copy

2009 streaming online

2010 In Library as a
hard copy

2008 In library as a
hard copy

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Food
Urban
Senegal, Tunisia,
and Laos
[electronic
resource] : The
Private Sector in
Economic Growth
Food
Ripe for Change

Food

Food

Summary

Topics

Length

Does the future of capitalism favor the global corporations
of the West-or small, competitive businesses that are
homegrown in the developing world? This program offers
valuable case studies that clearly illustrate both the
challenges and the enormous potential of non-Western
entrepreneurship. In Senegal, plastics manufacturer SIMPA
Examines the intersection of food and politics in California
over the last 30 years, illuminating the complex forces
struggling for control of the future of California's
agriculture.
Food for
Explores core issues critical to answering the question: Can
Tomorrow: Critical agriculture be made productive in a sustainable way?
Issues in Global
Agriculture

Wealth. Social classes. Power (Social sciences)
26mins
Management -- Moral and ethical aspects.
International business. International business
enterprises -- Management. Human geography -Economic aspects. Economic Geography. Business
ethics. Southeast Asia. Africa, Sub-Saharan -- Social
Agriculture and state -- California -- History Food 55mins
industry and trade -- California -- History
Sustainable agriculture -- California.
Sustainable agriculture. Alternative agriculture.

30mins

Dirt

Soils. Soils -- Social aspects. Soils -- Environmental
aspects. Soil ecology. Soil fertility. Soil
conservation. Soils -- Economic aspects. Soils -Health aspects.

80mins

Featuring live action and animation, this movie examines
the history and current state of the living organic matter
that we come from and will later return to.

Year

Availability

2009 streaming online

2005 In Library as a
hard copy and
streaming online
with faculty
1996 In library as a
hard copy

2009 In library as a
hard copy

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Food
Water
Weather the
Storm the Fight to
Stay Local in the
Global Fishery

Food

Super Size Me

Food

Food

Food

Food

Water

Summary

Topics

Filmed in ports from western Canada to France, from
Fisheries -- France.
Scotland to Senegal. It introduces viewers to the logic
underlying both industrial and artisanal fishing economies.
Enormous industrial "floating factories" follow the fish
wherever they are abundant. The fishing communities of
the Bigouden, on France's rugged western coast, are
determined to fight back. These small town fishermen have
launched a sophisticated and multi-faceted strategy to stay
small and successful in the face of global competition.

Filmmaker Morgan Spurlock embarks on a journey to find
out if fast food is making Americans fat. For 30 days he
can't eat or drink anything that isn't on McDonald's menu;
he must eat three square meals a day, he must eat
everything on the menu at least once and supersize his
Madagascar: Agro- Illegal deforestation, slash-and-burn practices, poverty,
Ecology
land disputes-these are among the many problems
associated with farming in Madagascar. This program
guides viewers through the real-world challenges of
building sustainable agriculture in the country. Outlining
reasons why many growers are unable or unwilling to leave
Food Inc.
Lifts the veil on our nation's food industry, exposing how
our nation's food supply is now controlled by a handful of
corporations that often put profits ahead of consumer
health, the livelihood of the American farmer, the safety of
Water for the
No matter where on Earth, the one human activity that
Fields
consumes the most water is the one that wastes the most:
agriculture. From locations around the world, this program
surveys both disasters of agricultural irrigation, such as
cotton farming in Uzbekistan, and innovative successes in
Beyond Organic: Tells the story of Fairview Gardens, a 12-acre farm located
The Vision of
in the Galena Valley, north of Santa Barbara. Managed for
Fairview Gardens the past two decades by visionary
farmer/photographer/author, Michael Ableman, the farm is
a model of sustainable food production and community

Length
37mins

Convenience foods. McDonald's Corporation. Fast 100min
food restaurants. Food habits. Nutritionally
induced diseases.

Wealth. Social geography. Social ecology. Social
23mins
classes. Power (Social sciences) Nature -- Effect of
human beings on. Human geography -- Social
aspects. Human geography -- Environmental
aspects. Human geography -- Economic aspects.
Human ecology. Environmental protection.
Food industry and trade -- United States. Food
94mins
industry and trade -- Quality control. Cereal
products industry -- United States. Dairy products
industry -- United States. Meat industry and trade -Water -- Environmental aspects. Land use -27mins
Environmental aspects. Human geography -- Study
and teaching. Human geography -- Economic
aspects. Geomorphology. Environmental
protection. Economic Geography. Conservation of
Ableman, Michael. Organic farming -- California -- 33mins
Santa Barbara. Food crops -- California. Fairview
Gardens (Santa Barbara, Calif.) -- History.

Year

Availability

2008 In library as a
hard copy

2004 In library as a
hard copy and
streaming online
with faculty
access only
2009 streaming online

2009 In Library as a
hard copy and
streaming online
with faculty
2003 streaming online

2000 In library as a
hard copy

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Summary
Category Category
Food
Banana wars:
The history of the banana trade is as politically loaded as
Global Fury Over a that of coffee or oil-and yet it has received scant media
Humble Fruit
attention over the decades. This documentary addresses
that information void, exploring links between corporate
power, Western governments, and developing nations that
are heavily dependent on banana production as a result of
colonial and post-colonial influences. Viewers gain an
Food
Fresh
This documentary film profiles the farmers, business
executives and community organizers who are reinventing
our food system. Fresh focuses on the people who are
Food
Water
Farming the Seas This is the sequel to the award-winning PBS Special Empty
Oceans, Empty Nets and explores what's at stake for us all.
As the aquaculture industry explodes across the globe, a
growing number of communities and fisheries experts are
engaged in and intense debate over its environmental,
socio-economic, and health and food safety consequences.
Market demand for seafood now far exceeds the ocean's
ability to keep pace, and the crisis is deepening. Worldwide,
most marine fisheries are either fully exploited or in sharp
Food
Batak: Ancient
This program featuring sociocultural anthropologist James
Spirits, Modern
Eder-author of On the Road to Tribal Extinction-travels to
World
the island of Palawan in the Philippines archipelago to
document the Batak tribe's eco-friendly hunter/gatherer
Food
Energy
Greenhouse
To what extent has industrialization impacted Earth's
Earth: An
climate? How are researchers studying global warming?
Uncontrolled
And what is being done to forestall the planet-wide
Experiment
ecological crisis looming over the horizon? This timely
program makes generous use of computer models, 3-D
animations, and high-tech imaging to explore these crucial

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Wealth. Social institutions -- Economic aspects.
52mins
Social classes. Power (Social sciences)
Management -- Moral and ethical aspects.
International relations. International economic
relations. International business. International
business enterprises -- Management. Business
ethics. Latin America -- Social life and customs.
Sustainable agriculture. Environmental protection -- 70mins
Citizen participation. Environmental ethics.
Farmers. Family farms. Organic farming.
Aquaculture. Mariculture. Fishery technology.
55mins
Fishery innovations. Fish culture.

2008 streaming online

Tribes. Social structure. Social change. Religions -History. Southeast Asia.

50mins

2000 streaming online

Greenhouse effect, Atmospheric. Global warming. 26mins
Industrialization -- Environmental aspects.

2001 In Library as a
hard copy and
streaming online
with faculty
access only

2009 In library as a
hard copy
2004 In Library as a
hard copy and
streaming online
with faculty
access only

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Food
Transforming
Food: Global Look
at Genetic
Modification

Transport Food

Brazil: Urban
Planning
Challenges

Transport

Division Street

Summary
While the debate over genetically modified foods is far
from settled, a growing number of food producers are
taking a GM-friendly approach. This program presents
arguments in favor of GM technology and suggests ways in
which it can boost crop yields and reduce global hunger.
Presented by Jim Doherty, a long-time advocate for
sustainable agriculture in the U.K., the program travels to
Bavaria, Argentina, Uganda, and Pennsylvania as it depicts
vast GM farming operations in action. Barley, soy, and
other modified crops are studied, while Doherty makes the
A city shouldn't be a problem, says Jaime Lerner, the former
mayor of Curitiba. "It should be a solution." This program
explores innovative planning, engineering, and
conservation at work in the Brazilian metropolis as it
transcends many of the problems plaguing other South
American cities. The film spotlights fully modernized public
transportation and recycling systems, a "Citizenship Street"
zoning pattern that reduces high-volume traffic, an oil
collection program that transforms used cooking grease
into biofuel, and other successful initiatives. But the need
for a waste-for-food exchange program demonstrates that
Explores the impact that highways have on wildlife and
wildlife habitat, and underlines the need for proper
transportation and development planning by taking wildlife
corridors into consideration. The film presents a new
generation of ecologists, engineers, planners, and everyday
citizens who are making way for wildlife by transforming
the future of the American road.

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Nature -- Effect of human beings on. International 52mins
economic relations. Human ecology.
Environmental protection. Environmental health.
Conservation of natural resources -- Economic
aspects.

2008 streaming online

Urbanization. Social geography. Social ecology.
27mins
Social change -- Environmental aspects. Ruralurban migration. Population policy. Nature -- Effect
of human beings on. Human geography -- Social
aspects. Human geography -- Environmental
aspects. Human geography -- Economic aspects.
Human ecology. Environmental protection.
Environmental geography. Economic Geography.
Cultural geography. Conservation of natural
resources -- Economic aspects. South America -Civilization. Latin America -- Social life and
Land use -- United States -- Planning. Wildlife
56mins
crossings -- United States. Animals -- Effect of
roads on. Animals -- Effect of human beings on.
Sustainable development -- United States. Cities
and towns -- Growth -- Environmental aspects -United States. City planning -- United States.

2009 streaming online

2009 In Library as a
hard copy

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Transport
Taken for a Ride

Summary

Topics

Length
55mins

Year

Availability

Following a long buried trail of auto/oil industry schemes,
Taken For A Ride exposes the dummy companies, secret
stock transactions and propaganda campaigns that
motorized one third of the nation's streetcars. Tracks were
torn up overnight, and ear splitting, bone jarring buses took
the trolley's place. Scores of American cities lost their
streetcars, including five of the nation's ten largest. The
Investigates the development and demise of the fuelefficient, environment-friendly electric car. Examines the
Bush administration's role in the car's being peremptory
pulled from production, the influence of the automobile
industry and oil interests, and implications for the future of
sustainable energy in the United States.

Local transit. Street-railroads. Bus lines.
Automobile industry and trade. General Motors
Corporation.

1996 In library as a
hard copy

Electric automobiles. Renewable energy sources. 93mins
Sustainable development. Oil industries -- Corrupt
practices -- United States. Automobile industry and
trade -- Corrupt practices -- United States.
Petroleum industry and trade -- Corrupt practices -United States.

2006 In library as a
hard copy and
streaming online
with faculty
access only

Transport Energy

Who Killed the
Electric car?

Transport Food

Sustainable
Environments

Presents a thorough exploration of sustainability with
sections on transportation, buildings and landscapes, diet
and agriculture, and lifestyles and work.

Sustainable development. Environmental
education.

33mins

1994 In library as a
hard copy

Transport Urban

Transportation

The first in a series of programs on urban traffic
management, this film concentrates on strategies to
increase bus usage. Examples from cities in England are
shown.

Traffic flow -- Great Britain -- Case studies. Traffic 19mins
engineering -- Great Britain -- Case studies. Urban
transportation -- Great Britain -- Case studies. Bus
lines -- Great Britain. Bus lines -- Ridership.
Transportation, Automotive -- Great Britain.

2001 In library as a
hard copy

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Transport Waste
Sustainable
Design

Urban

Water

A Village Called
Versailles

Summary

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

The importance of sustainability in design for three
products: a smart car, a wind-up radio, and a pencil made
from recycled materials.

Engineering design. Automobiles -- Design and
construction. Household appliances -- Design and
construction.

26mins

2001 In library as a
hard

"...a documentary about Versailles, a community in eastern
New Orleans first settled by Vietnamese refugees. After
Hurricane Katrina, Versailles residents impressively rise to
the challenges by returning and rebuilding before most
neighborhoods in New Orleans, only to have their homes
threatened by a new government-imposed toxic landfill just
two miles away. [It] recounts the empowering story of how
this group of people, who has already suffered so much in
their lifetime, turns a devastating disaster into a catalyst for
change and a chance for a better future"--Container.

Vietnamese Americans -- Louisiana -- New
Orleans.
New Orleans (La.) -- Environmental conditions.
New Orleans (La.) -- Ethnic relations.
Disaster victims -- Louisiana.
Hurricane Katrina, 2005.

67mins

2009 In library as a
hard copy and
streaming online
with faculty
access only

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Urban
The New
Metropolis

Urban

Summary
"A two-part documentary series about America's first
suburbs. America's 'first' suburbs, those suburban
communities built next to America's urban centers, were
once the birthplace of the American Dream. ... Sixty years
later, many of these original suburbs are facing a crisis: a
dwindling tax base, population and business loss, decaying
infrastructure, increased racial tensions and white flight. ...
[These two] half-hour documentaries use compelling,
personal stories to highlight these important issues"-Container.

Los Angeles:
"LA made smog and pollution into household words. No
Dream a Different longer. Its citizens have said enough, and are putting their
City
backs, as well as their words, into the effort to recover the
Edens they have lost. Tree People, founded by Andy Lipkis,
is leading the campaign to plant one million trees in the
next decade. To everyone's surprise, Los Angeles is
discovering mass transit. The Expo Line represents the first
east-west light rail-line in Los Angeles in 50 years. Girls
Today Women Tomorrow brings together profession

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Suburbs -- United States. Suburbs -- United States -- 54mins
History. City planning -- United States. Sustainable
urban development -- United States. Regional
planning -- United States.

2009 In library as a
hard copy and
streaming online
with faculty
access only

Urban ecology (Sociology) City planning -Environmental aspects. City planning -- Citizen
participation. Environmental policy. Los Angeles
(Calif.)

2007 In library as a
hard copy and
streaming online
with faculty
access only

55mins

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Summary
Category Category
Urban
Energy
So Right so Smart "So Right So Smart profiles companies on the cutting edge
of more sustainable business practices who are proving that
being environmentally friendly is both good for the earth
and good for business. Their inspiring stories of leadership
and innovative change provide hopeful models for the
larger business community and other institutions. The
primary focus of the film is a behind-the-scenes look at the
transformation of Interface Inc., a global carpet
manufacturer led by Ray Anderson, one of the early
pioneers of green business practices. In 1994, Anderson
read Paul Hawken's The Ecology of Commerce and had an
epiphany: the planet was in crisis and his business was
contributing to the problem. Since then, Anderson has
Urban
Energy
The Greening of "The story of [The Macallen Building,] Boston's first LEED
Southie
certified residential 'green' building, and the people that
made it possible" -- Container.

Urban

Rise and Fall

"This lesson reviews population, urbanization and the
environment from a sociological point of view. While each
of these is often analyzed separately, it is the dynamic,
constantly shifting interplay among all three that is perhaps
most significant. Topics covered include fertility, mortality,
migration, population growth, global climate change, and

Topics
Anderson, Ray C. Sustainability. Sustainable
development -- United States. Sustainable
development. Green technology. Appropriate
technology. Environmental economics.
Environmental policy.

Length

Year

Availability

86mins

2010 In library as a
hard copy

Macallen Building (Boston, Mass.) Sustainable
72mins
buildings -- Massachusetts -- Boston -- Design and
construction. Sustainable architecture -Massachusetts -- Boston. Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design Green Building Rating
System.

2008 In library as a
hard copy

Quality of life -- United States. Urbanization -27mins
California -- Fresno. Fresno (Calif.) -- Social
conditions. United States -- Population -Environmental aspects. United States -- Population
-- Social aspects. United States -- Emigration and
immigration -- Social aspects.

2005 In library as a
hard copy

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Urban
Food
Truck Farm

Summary

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

"Truck Farm tells the story of a quirky urban farmers. Using Urban agriculture -- New York (State) -- New York. 48mins
green roof technology and heirloom seeds, filmmaker Ian
Land use, Urban -- New York (State) -- New York.
Cheney plants a vegetable garden on the only land he's got:
his Granddad's old pickup. Once the mobile garden begins
to sprout, viewers are trucked across New York to see the
city's funkiest urban farms, and to find out if ameria's
largest city can learn to feed itself"--Container.

2010 In library as a
hard copy

A session on "Overpopulation and Sustainable
Overpopulation.
Environment" with Dawn Glessner Moore, Director of Zero
Population Growth of Southern California.

60mins

1990 In library as a
hard copy

26mins

2003 streaming online

Urban

Overpopulation
and Sustainable
Environment

Urban

The City of
According to the UN, more than three-quarters of the
Tomorrow: New world's population will live in cities by the year 2050, and
Models for Living the dimensions of urban development will be staggering:
towns and cities will merge to form urban complexes with
populations of 20 to 30 million. This program travels
through Holland, the Ruhr area, and Berlin to observe the
ways technology and the wealth of ideas from architects,
urban planners, and researchers will change the future of
cities worldwide. Discussion focuses on the visions that will
make optimum use of space, meet transport needs and
power requirements, and maximize quality of life for
tomorrow's city dwellers.

Urbanization. Urban geography. Social ecology.
Social change -- Environmental aspects. Ruralurban migration. Population policy. Human
geography. Architecture, Modern.

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Summary
Category Category
Urban
Housing America: As the 21st century unfolds, how are Americans adapting to
Demographics
urgent issues involving sustainable growth, quality of life,
and Development and community planning? Segment one of this News Hour
program examines the effect of urban sprawl on Atlanta's
population, job and housing markets, the environment, and
commuters. Segment two addresses the need for
affordable housing in Burlington, Vermont, where the
disparity between wages and real estate prices is on the
rise. Segment three assesses urban renewal efforts in the
old neighborhoods of Philadelphia. And segment four
studies an experimental community system in Virginia
known as co-housing.

Urban

Urban

Waste

Sustainable Urban
Living: A South
American Case
Study

Curitiba, Brazil is remarkable for urban planning
innovations. This documentary, presented in 5 segments,
looks at the management of city waste, the planning of
urban parks, an integrated transportation system, a
practical support scheme for low income workers and the
establishment of a vibrant city mall.

Home & Hands:
Documentary film explaining how community land trusts
Community Land are taking a progressive approach to the ownership of land
Trusts in Action
and housing.

Topics
Urbanization. Urban geography. Social policy.
Social ecology. Social change -- Environmental
aspects. Rural-urban migration. Public policy.
Public policy (Law) -- United States. Population
policy. Political planning -- United States. Policy
sciences. Physical geography -- North America.
Human geography -- Economic aspects. Human
geography. Economic Geography. Architecture,
Modern.

Length

Year

Availability

64mins

2002 streaming online

City planning -- Brazil -- Curitiba. Urban ecology
25mins
(Sociology) -- Brazil -- Curitiba. Recycling (Waste,
etc.) -- Brazil -- Curitiba. Urban parks -- Brazil -Curitiba. Transportation -- Brazil -- Curitiba. Urban
poor -- Brazil -- Curitiba. Curibita (Brazil) Curibita
(Brazil) -- Environmental conditions.

2003 In library as a
hard copy and
streaming online
with faculty
access only

Land trusts -- United States.
Land use -- United States.
Housing -- United States.

1998 in library as a
hard copy

37mins

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Urban
Six Billion and
Beyond

Summary

Topics

Explores the issues of reproductive health, population, and Overpopulation. Population. Sustainable
environment in six nations: Mexico, Kenya, India, China,
development. Birth control.
Italy and the United States.

Length
56mins

Year

Availability

1999 In library as a
hard copy

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Summary
Category Category
Urban
Philadelphia: The Faced with severe budget limitations, Philadelphia created a
Holy Experiment network of volunteer organizations who have brought
about rebirth through volunteerism and community
outreach. Mayor John F. Street created the Neighborhood
Transition Initiative program to come up with practicable
and affordable solutions to remove blight, promote quality
restoration, stimulate investment in new housing, and
improve how the city delivers services to its businesses and
residents.

Topics

Length

City planning -- Environmental aspects -57mins
Pennsylvania -- Philadelphia. Urban beautification -Pennsylvania -- Philadelphia -- Citizen participation.
Community development, Urban -- Pennsylvania -Philadelphia. Sustainable development -Pennsylvania -- Philadelphia.

Year

Availability

2006 In library as a
hard copy

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Urban
City Life: Sao
Paolo's New
Mayor Explores
ways to Create a
Sustainable City
for the 21st
Century

Urban

Urban

Vincent Scully and
the New
Urbanism
Laos: Culture,
Development and
Heritage
Protection

Summary

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Follows Marta Suplicy, the mayor of São Paulo, Brazil, as
she visits schools, hospitals, favelas, and a shelter for
battered women, in her quest to improve the living
conditions of the city.

São Paulo (Brazil) -- Social conditions. Poor -- Brazil - 30mins
- São Paulo -- Social conditions. Suplicy, Marta.
Urbanization -- Social aspects. Globalization -Economic aspects. Globalization -- Social aspects.
City and town life.

2001 In library as a
hard copy

He has taught at Yale for over 50 years, his students are a
who's who of American architecture, and he has even had
an award named after him. In this program, News Hour
In Luang Prabang, amidst the customary begging of
Buddhist monks and the irksome giddiness of camerawielding tourists, history lies waiting on street after street
of traditional architecture. This program takes viewers into
the heart of the Laotian city, where builders and
bureaucrats contest the fate of land, houses, and public
structures while traditional artisans and architects work to
preserve an ancient heritage. Highlighting cooperation
between the city planning office and French investment
programs, the film examines the impact of illegal
construction, colonialism, and new building regulations on
the cultural landscape. A renovated hospital, a roof tile
production center, and wetland development are among

Urbanization. Urban geography. Social ecology.
12mins
Social change -- Environmental aspects. Ruralurban migration. Population policy. Human
Social geography. Social ecology. Human
28mins
geography -- Social aspects. Human geography -Economic aspects. Human ecology. Environmental
protection. Economic Geography. Cultural
geography. Conservation of natural resources -Economic aspects. Architecture -- Study and
teaching. Southeast Asia.

1999 streaming online

2009 streaming online

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Urban
Small Change, Big
Business:
Women's Bank of
Bangladesh 10
Years Later

Urban

Urban

Urban

Energy

The Barcelona
Blueprint:
Barcelona today is
a Model of Urban
Planning that May
Prove Sustainable
Growing Greener
Schools

Summary
Micro credit—small loans administered with no collateral
requirement—might represent the most powerful weapon
in the fight against global poverty. But is micro credit a
sustainable solution? This program follows up on the 1995
documentary The Women’s Bank of Bangladesh which
examined Bangladesh’s Grameen Bank, a pioneering micro
credit provider focused mainly on struggling women. Small
Change, Big Business revisits loan recipients a decade later,
studying the long-term effects of micro credit in their
households and in their Islamic community. The video also
Once the industrial heart of the region of Catalonia in Spain,
Barcelona was becoming a failed European city when a
visionary local government decided to radically redevelop
the city in the run for the 1992 Olympics. It is now
considered a model 21st century city, combining historic
buildings with modern architecture. This programs takes a
Resource for teachers and administrators which illustrates
best practices for creating sustainable schools and
integrating environmental education across a variety of
curriculum areas. Part I showcases actual projects
undertaken by U.S. schools, including effects on student
health, attendance, test scores and preparedness for green
jobs. Part II is a guide for administrators and school boards
to determine how to create eco-friendly buildings, retrofit
older classrooms to new standards, and operate green
campuses, including money-saving results.

Chicago: City of
Scott Simon interviews a group of inspirational
the Big Shoulders environmental activists from various backgrounds who are
dedicated to the greening of Chicago. The 24-acre
Millennium Park, City Hall Roof Garden, Green Roof

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Working mothers. Women -- Employment. Women 55mins
-- Economic conditions. Social structure. Political
anthropology. Money. International economic
relations. Economics. Banks and banking.

2005 streaming online

Globalization. Urbanization -- Social aspects. Urban 30mins
renewal -- Spain -- Barcelona. City planning -- Spain
-- Barcelona. Barcelona (Spain).

2001 In library as a
hard copy

School buildings -- Environmental aspects -- United 90mins
States. Sustainable architecture -- United States.
Environmental education (Secondary) -- United
States.

2010 In library as a
hard copy

City planning -- Environmental aspects -- Illinois -- 57mins
Chicago. Environmental policy -- Illinois -- Chicago.
Urban beautification -- Illinois -- Chicago -- Citizen
participation. Community development, Urban --

2006 In library as a
hard copy

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Urban
Energy
Green Building
and Design

Urban

Urban

Urban

Food

Summary

Topics

The history of Western architecture can be viewed as a
battle--namely, humanity vs. nature. But the green
revolution has prompted new forms of building design that
welcome in the natural world. This program surveys some
of those advances and the architectural pioneers who
create and implement them. Celebrated architect William
McDonough explains his working methods and outlines
designs for major projects--including the Ford Motor
Company's eco-friendly Rouge Center renovation--while
Leslie Hoffman, executive director of Earth Pledge,
showcases a stunning example of a green urban home.
Further commentary comes from EPA Energy Star program
director Kathleen Hogan and Time magazine "Hero for the
Planet" Dr. John Todd.
Changing Nature: This program examines how urbanization, industrialization,
Population and
and overreaching agriculture are depleting the Earth of its
Environment at a natural resources. Citing environmental changes in
Crossroads
Morocco, Ghana, Ukraine, Mexico, and Vietnam, the
program studies the impact of population growth and
profiles organizations that respond to ecological crises
stemming from such growth. With a focus on educational
outreach efforts, particularly those for women and children,
and the promotion of sustainable development in
environmentally compromised regions, Changing Nature
Seattle: The
This program reports on the environmental transformation
Future is Now
of Seattle as it struggles to combat the environmental
consequences of its increasing population.

Sustainable buildings -- Design and construction.
Sustainable architecture. Sustainable
development.

Sustainable
Architecture

This video effectively explores sustainability as it relates to
buildings and their surrounding green spaces,
infrastructures, and communities. There are useful and
interesting sections on planning and design; basic building
design; embodied energy and resource use in buildings:
heating, cooling, and ventilation; lighting; infrastructures;

Length
28mins

Year

Availability

2007 In library as a
hard copy

Urbanization. Social ecology. Social change -58mins
Environmental aspects. Rural-urban migration.
Population policy. Nature -- Effect of human beings
on. Human geography -- Environmental aspects.
Human ecology. Environmental geography.

2001 streaming online

Urban ecology (Sociology) -- Washington (State) -- 55mins
Seattle. City planning -- Environmental aspects.
City planning -- Citizen participation.

2007 In library as a
hard copy and
streaming online
with faculty
access only

Architecture -- Environmental aspects.
Architecture and energy conservation.

1994 In library as a
hard copy

38mins

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Urban
Waste
Going to Green
(series)

Urban

Urban

Water

Summary

Topics

Length

vol. 1. Towards a more sustainable community (ca. 70 min.) - Sustainable living. Environmentalism. Green
428mins
- vol. 2. Elements of sustainability (ca. 80 min.) -- vol. 3.
movement. Renewable energy sources. Recycling
Balancing green space with the built environment (ca. 88
(Waste, etc.) Biodiversity. Urban ecology
min.) -- vol. 4. Implementing urban greening (ca. 90 min.) -- (Sociology) City planning -- Environmental aspects.
vol. 5. Public policy and green collar opportunities (ca. 100
min.)

Year

Availability

2009 In library as a
hard copy

Placemakers:
We meet "neighborhood visionaries" who have helped
Bringing Back our revitalize cities such as Kansas City, Portland, Seattle and
Neighborhoods
Chattanooga. Planning to improve the quality of life,
preserving the environment and improving local
economies.

Sustainable development. Economic development - 27mins
- Environmental aspects. Community life.

1998 In library as a
hard copy

Climate Change:
Hot Times in the
City

Urban geography. Quality of life. Product safety.
Nature -- Effect of human beings on. Human
geography. Human ecology. Health risk

2007 streaming online

What are the health implications of global warming in
urban areas? This program examines the medical
repercussions of environmental change and crisis in

44mins

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Urban
Water
Sustainable
Communities

Waste

Food

Community

Summary

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

What do we mean when we talk about sustainable
communities? How can they be created? This program joins
architects, urban planners, civic leaders, business owners,
and community residents in three separate localities as they
respond to the challenge of building a sustainable
community. A number of environmental and urbanplanning questions are addressed, including: Is the
architecture sound, pleasing, and eco-friendly? What
transport links does the community have? What health,
recreational, and retail services are provided? Will all
residents enjoy the same level of safety and security? This is
a valuable teaching aid for human geography,
environmental studies, and many other subjects.

Water -- Environmental aspects. Urbanization.
51mins
Social ecology. Social change -- Environmental
aspects. Rural-urban migration. Population policy.
Nature -- Effect of human beings on. Land use -Environmental aspects. Human ecology.
Community ecology. Biotic communities.
Architecture -- Study and teaching.

2008 streaming online

"Communities across the U.S. are facing complex challenges
in their attempt to balance growth with the preservation of
natural resources. How can citizens effect change in their
own communities? This program explores a variety of new
approaches and grassroots efforts--transforming a toxic
waste threat into a revenue generating eco-enterprise;
creation of a "living machine," an ingenious system that
uses fish, bacteria, and plants to clean waste water; and,
experiments in sustainable technology where one industry's
waste becomes another's resources"--Container

Human ecology. Conservation of natural resources - 56mins
- United States -- Citizen participation. Nuclear
power plants -- Environmental aspects. Wetlands -Environmental aspects. Hazardous wastes -Environmental aspects. Sewage -- Purification -Technological innovations. Sewage disposal plants - Technological innovations.

1997 In library as a
hard copy

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Summary
Category Category
Waste
Indoor Air Quality According to some environmental experts, the air inside our
homes and offices could be more polluted than the outdoor
air in the largest cities. Radon, mold, household cleaning
products, and secondhand smoke are only a few elements
that may pose health risks. This program examines the issue
in detail and illustrates ways to improve indoor air quality.
Case studies include a nonsmoker diagnosed with Stage 4
lung cancer whose basement was found to contain high
levels of radon, and a woman whose exposure to
household mold almost ended her life. In addition to
commentary from Dallas Jones, Chairman of the American
Radon Policy Coalition, the program also features two
indoor air quality experts, Mark McGowan and Jeffrey
Waste
Water
Chemical Irritants Chemical irritants can cause a debilitating sensitivity or
even a chemical injury. This program examines the all-toocommon threat of chemical exposure-often from products
and materials found in the average home or office building.
Showing how contaminants and irritants can travel through
heating and air conditioning ducts, the program highlights a
Waste
Energy
Addicted to Plastic Documentary encompasses three years of filming in 12
countries on five continents as it details plastic's path over
the last 100 years and the effects it has had on the
environment. Discusses solutions to issues such as
recycling, toxicity, and biodegradability as well as marine
debris.
Waste
Forest for the
Leading biologists and forestry experts present a fascinating
Future Series
look at the ecology of Pacific Northwest old-growth forests,
the human impact on the forests, and promising methods
for sustaining ancient forests and local economies.
Waste

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Water -- Pollution. Toxicology. Respiratory tract
25mins
diseases. Respiratory organs -- Diseases. Refuse
and refuse disposal. Quality of life. Product safety.
Lungs. Industrial hygiene. Health risk assessment.
Environmental health. Environmental chemistry.
Ecology. Conservation of natural resources -Waste disposal.

2007 streaming online

Water -- Pollution. Toxicology. Safety education.
25mins
Refuse and refuse disposal. Industrial safety.
Environmental health. Environmental chemistry.
Ecology. Conservation of natural resources -Waste disposal. Building trades -- Safety measures.

2007 streaming online

Plastic scrap -- Environmental aspects.
Plastics -- Environmental aspects.

2007 In library as a
hard copy and
streaming online
with faculty
access only

85mins

Forest conservation -- Northwest, Pacific. Forest
3 vid. cass. 1994 In library as a
ecology -- Northwest, Pacific. Sustainable forestry.
hard copy
Forests and forestry -- Environmental aspects -Northwest, Pacific.

Green Sweep:
Sending out aluminum cans and plastic bottles for recycling Lifestyles -- Health aspects. Environmental
Transforming our is simple-but how should people safely dispose of larger,
protection. Conservation of natural resources -Trash
more toxic, items? Divided into five segments, this program Economic aspects
explains how various household objects can be recycled or

22mins

2008 streaming online

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Summary
Topics
Category Category
Waste
Go Green Around Sustaining the world's resources for future generations can Lifestyles -- Health aspects. Environmental
Your Home
start with small changes around the home. In this video, the protection. Conservation of natural resources -Go Green Team takes action against waste by coming up
Economic aspects.
with Earth-friendly ways to create a healthier lifestyle and
environment. Over the course of the program, viewers will
learn about little ways to save lots of energy, important
items to recycle, environmentally safe products to use,
green ways to shop, and more. Correlates to all applicable
National and State Educational Standards including the
NCLB Act.

Waste

Water

Interior Design
Project: Green
Design

This video joins principal designer Brandi Hagen of Eminent Interior decoration.
Design as she shares the components of green interior
design-green building materials, appliances, and furnishings
that not only create beautiful spaces but also take into
consideration environmental impact. Environmentally
friendly design options under discussion include low-flow
and water-restricting plumbing choices; tile options such as
recycled glass and handmade clay tiles; countertops made
from recycled paper, concrete, copper, and glass; reclaimed
or FSC-certified wood flooring and recycled or naturalsource carpet options; energy-efficient appliances; compact
fluorescent bulbs and LEDs; VOC-free paints; and organic

Length

Year

Availability

20mins

2008 streaming online

20mins

2009 streaming online

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Waste
Water
Bag it

Waste

Garbage Warrior

Water

Flow

Water

Waste

Scarred lands &
Wounded Lives :
the Environmental
Footprint of War

Summary

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Try going a day without plastic. In this touching and often Plastics. Environmental responsibility. Shopping
flat-out-funny film, we follow "everyman" Jeb Berrier as he bags. Plastics -- Environmental aspects.
embarks on a global tour to unravel the complexities of our Biodegradable plastics.
plastic world. What starts as a film about plastic bags
evolves into a wholesale investigation into plastic and its
effect on our waterways, oceans and even our own bodies.
We see how our crazy-for-plastic world has finally caught
up with us and what we can do about it. Today. Right now.

79mins

2010 In library as a
hard copy and
streaming online
with faculty
access only

Using empty beer cans, old tires, plastic bottles and other
garbage, iconoclastic architect Michael Reynolds, based in
New Mexico, has been building ecologically sustainable
structures for 35 years. Calling his structures "earthships,"
Reynolds has had conflicts with government officials over
"Builds a case against the growing privatization of the
world's dwindling fresh water supply with an unflinching
focus on politics, pollution, human rights and the
emergence of a domineering world water cartel. Interviews
with scientists and activists intelligently reveal the rapidly
building crisis ... begging the question: Can anyone really
own water?"--Container.

Reynolds, Michael E. Ecological houses.
Sustainable buildings. Architecture, Domestic.
Recycling (Waste, etc.)

87mins

2008 In library as a
hard copy

Water-supply -- Moral and ethical aspects. Water
utilities -- Deregulation. Bottled water industry -Moral and ethical aspects. Water resources
development. Privatization -- Moral and ethical
aspects. Corporations -- Corrupt practices.

84mins

2008 In Library as a
hard copy

"In all its stages, from the production of weapons through
combat to cleanup and restoration, war pollutes land, air
and water, destroys biodiversity, and drains natural
resources. Yet the environmental damage of war and
preparation for war is routinely underestimated,

War -- Environmental aspects. Peace -68mins
Environmental aspects. Military readiness -Environmental aspects. Disarmament -Environmental aspects. War -- Moral and ethical
aspects. Environmental protection. Environmental

2009 In Library as a
hard copy

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Water
Water first [video
recording] :
Reaching the
Millennium
Development
Goals

Water

Summary
"Through the inspiring story of Charles Banda - a local
fireman turned waterman who has drilled more than 800
wells in his impoverished country of Malawi - Water First
conveys the critical role of clean water in addressing all
other major global issues from hunger and poverty to
women's equality, HIV/AIDS and environmental
sustainability. These issues are articulated in the UN
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)... Water First
shows the vital importance of clean water in meeting all
these humanitarian goals." - Container.

Blue Gold: World "Wars of the future will be fought over water, as they are
Water Wars
today over oil, as the source of all life enters the global
marketplace and political arena. Corporate giants, private
investors, and corrupt governments vie for control of our
dwindling fresh water supply, prompting protests, lawsuits,
and revolutions from citizens fighting for the right to
survive. Past civilizations have collapsed from poor water
management. Will ours too?"--Container.

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Banda, Charles. Malawi Freshwater Project. United 28mins
Nations -- Millennium Development Goals. Watersupply -- Malawi. Drinking water -- Malawi.
Sustainable development -- Malawi. Human rights.

2008 In library as a
hard copy

Water resources development -- Government
policy. Water-supply. Water-supply -Management. Water-supply -- Economic aspects.
Privatization. Water utilities.

2009 In Library as a
hard copy

90 mins

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Summary
Topics
Length Year Availability
Category Category
Water
Urban
Journey to Planet [no. 1.] Rivers of destiny -- [no. 2.] The urban explosion -Environmental degradation. Nature -- Effect of
57mins/10 1999 In library as a
Earth
[no. 3.] Land of plenty, land of want -- [no. 4.] On the brink -- human beings on. Environmental policy. Stream
discs
hard copy
[no. 5.] Seas of grass -- [no. 6.] Hot zones -- [no. 7.] Future ecology. Sustainable development. Urban ecology
conditional -- [no. 8.] The state of the planet -- [no. 9.] The (Sociology) Agricultural ecology. Grasslands.
state of the planet's wildlife -- [no. 10.] The state of the
Environmental health. Wildlife conservation.
ocean's animals -- [no.11.] State of the planet's oceans -Marine animals. Extinction (Biology)
[no.12.] Plan B: mobilizing to save civilization.
Water

Water

Water

Protecting the
Oceans

Although sustainable fishing practices are a rarity in our
environmentally threatened world, some can be found. This
program searches out fishing industries that take steps to
protect delicate ecosystems. In the Canary Islands,
Among the largest, most pristine areas of tropical woodland
on the planet, the Congo Basin forests could easily fall prey
to shortsighted and exploitative commercial interests. This
program looks at sustainable lumber production initiatives
taking root in the region, with a focus on cutting-edge
forestry management as well as economic growth through
increased cooperation between local concession-holders.
Viewers join a planning team and a chain-saw crew in the
remote woodlands of Gabon as they take great care to
preserve the fragile ecosystem, and another team of
advisors as they set up meetings between small African
foresters-who, despite initial skepticism, see a need for
collective economic leverage.

Water -- Environmental aspects. Submarine
24mins
geology. Oceanography. Marine resources. Land
use -- Environmental aspects. International
business enterprises -- Management. International
Congo Basin:
Water -- Environmental aspects.
25mins
Sustainable
Social geography.
Forestry
Social ecology.
Nature -- Effect of human beings on.
Management -- Moral and ethical aspects.
Land use -- Environmental aspects.
Human geography -- Social aspects.
Human geography -- Environmental aspects.
Human ecology.
Environmental protection.
Environmental geography.
Cultural geography.
Conservation of natural resources -- Economic
aspects.
California Dry:
As fresh water sources dwindle in the arid American
Water -- Pollution. Water -- Environmental aspects. 22mins
Water Crisis in the Southwest, California faces growing difficulty in managing Toxicology. Refuse and refuse disposal. Nature -Golden State
and sustaining its irrigation infrastructure. This program
Effect of human beings on. Natural resources.
analyzes the multifaceted problem, sifting through
Landforms. Land use -- Environmental aspects.
environmental and political factors and assessing a number Hydrology. Human geography -- Environmental
of potential solutions. Beginning its fact-finding tour at the aspects. Human ecology. Environmental
Water Education Foundation in Sacramento, the film
protection. Environmental geography.
highlights challenges related to levees, marine tidewaters, Conservation of natural resources -- Waste
and endangered species in the Sacramento-San Joaquin
disposal. Conservation of natural resources -River Delta. Controversial desalinization projects near Long Economic aspects.
Beach and San Diego are also studied, along with "toilet to

2005 streaming online

2009 streaming online

2008 streaming online

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Water
Paradise Lost

Summary
Despite the extraordinary engineering of Brazil's Porto
Primavera Dam, many scientists and environmentalists view
its ecological effects as catastrophic. This program offers a
sobering look at a nation's effort to balance its growing
energy needs against the long-term benefits of preserving
unique and irreplaceable ecosystems. Produced prior to the
completion of Porto Primavera and the creation of its
reservoir, the film focuses on numerous animal species
endangered by the dam, including rare and vulnerable
jaguars as well as hundreds of varieties of birds, monkeys,
reptiles, and insects.

Water

Water Life

Water

Watery Visions: Is In a dramatic reversal of policy since apartheid, South Africa
the Future
has become a model of water fulfillment. Despite being one
Potable?
of the driest regions on Earth, India's Rajasthan is an oasis
due to the revival of a system of ancient rain basins. This
program looks at these encouraging examples to show how
sustainable solutions to long-term water management can
be achieved, while a visit to Sertao in Brazil illustrates the
appalling alternative-two very different futures.

Topics

Length

Water -- Environmental aspects. Power resources -- 28mins
Environmental aspects. Nature -- Effect of human
beings on. Natural resources -- Management. Land
use -- Environmental aspects. Human geography -Environmental aspects. Human ecology.
Environmental geography. Energy development.
Energy consumption. Community ecology. Biotic
communities. Biodiversity -- Conservation.

Filmed in high definition, this groundbreaking series is
Water. Bodies of water. Aquatic ecology. Marine
captured in its entirely. Twenty-six programs cover the
ecology. Oceanography. Aquatic animals. Marine
gamut from underwater to desert life, and demonstrate
animals. Water -- Pollution. Water conservation.
how important this resource is to life on Earth. This volume
contains: Water's pulse; Uncertain water; Water's voices;
Making of.

Year

Availability

2000 streaming online

11hrs/6dis 2009 In Library as a
cs
hard copy

Water -- Environmental aspects. Natural resources. 27mins
Landforms. Land use -- Environmental aspects.
Hydrology. Human geography -- Study and
teaching. Human geography -- Economic aspects.
Geomorphology. Environmental protection.
Economic Geography. Conservation of natural
resources -- Economic aspects.

2003 streaming online

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Water
Waste
The Toxins
Return: How
Industrial Poisons
Travel the Globe

Summary
In an era of high-speed international commerce, safety
standards and import inspection procedures are riddled
with loopholes. The result? Quantities of dangerous
substances found in goods manufactured overseas have
risen dramatically. This program investigates the alarming
global mobility of synthetic toxins, tracing egregious-yet
often repeated-hazardous material violations from supplier
to storefront. Textile producers in India, a popular retail
Is access to clean drinking water a basic human right, or a
commodity that should be bought and sold like any other
article of commerce? Stephanie Soechtig exams the big
business of bottled water. Viewers get a behind-the-scenes
look into the unregulated and unseen world of an industry
that aims to privatize and sell back the one resource that
ought never to become a commodity: our water. Here is a
powerful portrait of the lives affected by the bottled water
industry.

Water

Tapped

Water

One Ocean series One Ocean tells the story of the world's vast interconnected
ocean ecosystem. With never-before-seen HD footage, the
4-part series bears witness to underwater volcanoes
erupting meters from the camera and discoveries of rare
and bizarre life forms. Journey with ONE OCEAN's cameras
as they travel to Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Africa, the

Topics
Water -- Pollution. Toxicology. Refuse and refuse
disposal. Medical care. Environmental health.
Conservation of natural resources -- Waste
disposal.

Length

Year

Availability

44mins

2009 streaming online

Bottled water industry -- Environmental aspects -- 76mins
United States.
Bottled water industry -- Social aspects.
Water-supply -- Economic aspects -- United States.
Water-supply -- United States -- Management.
Bottled water -- Health aspects.
Bottled water -- Social aspects.
Water resources development -- Social aspects.
Drinking water -- United States.
Right to water -- United States.

2010 In library and
streaming online

Oceanography. Ocean -- History. Marine ecology. 4 discsMarine biology. Marine pollution. Underwater
176 min
exploration. Ocean -- Environmental aspects.
Nature -- Effect of human beings on. Ocean.

2010 In library as a
hard copy

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Water
Senegal: Water
Treatment and
Distribution

Water

Energy

Water

Food

Summary

Our most valuable treasure, is how residents of Dakar
describe the Bay of Han. But pollution from both residential
and industrial sources is destroying the body of water that
has long supported fishing families in the Senegalese
capital. This program reports on Western-aided efforts to
restore the bay's ecological health and its viability as an
economic resource. Specific challenges include the lack of
plumbing services in many Dakar homes and harmful byproducts from businesses-exemplified by waste from a local
slaughterhouse. Solutions focus on improved piping and
drainage, better sewage collection and infrastructure, and
the construction of a new water treatment plant and waste
discharge system.
Last Call For
Radical changes in building design are needed to protect
Planet Earth :
our fragile planet. This program studies the work of leading
Sustainable
architects around the globe, all of whom employ green
Development and concepts and eco-friendly materials. Through extensive
Architecture
interviews and detailed visuals, the film provides insight
Upstream Battle: The Karuk, Yurok, and Hoopa peoples live along northern
Case study in
California's Klamath River, and each tribe's ancient culture
Native American revolves around the majestic Pacific salmon. Today, four
Fishing Rights
large hydroelectric dams have made salmon extinction a
real and frightening possibility. This case study follows tribal
members as they confront the owners of the damsspecifically, a global energy giant in Scotland which is
subsequently bought out by Warren Buffett's corporate
empire. Will tribal members manage to persuade the
richest man in the world to save their salmon and their
societies? Irrigation and commercial fishing also figure into
this desperate battle over the life of a river.

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Wealth. Water -- Pollution. Toxicology. Social
25 mins
geography. Social ecology. Social classes. Refuse
and refuse disposal. Power (Social sciences) Nature
-- Effect of human beings on. Human geography -Social aspects. Human geography -- Environmental
aspects. Human ecology. Environmental
protection. Environmental geography. Cultural
geography. Conservation of natural resources -Waste disposal. Conservation of natural resources - Economic aspects. Africa, Sub-Saharan -- Social
conditions.

2009 streaming online

Water -- Environmental aspects. Power resources -- 75mins
Environmental aspects. Natural resources -Management. Land use -- Environmental aspects.
Energy development. Energy consumption.
Ecosystem management. Climatic changes.
Water -- Pollution. Water -- Environmental aspects. 53mins
Urbanization. Toxicology. State governments -United States. Social movements. Social ecology.
Social change -- Environmental aspects. Ruralurban migration. Refuse and refuse disposal.
Racism -- Study and teaching. Race discrimination.
Population policy. Local government -- United
States. Land use -- Environmental aspects. Indians
of North America -- Social life and customs. Indians
of North America -- Social conditions.
Environmental protection. Conservation of natural
resources -- Waste disposal. Conservation of
natural resources -- Economic aspects. Collective

2007 streaming online

2008 streaming online

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Water
Rain Forest

Water

Urban

Summary

The tropical rain forests of the world are home to nearly
half the animal species on earth and contain some of the
most fascinating examples of natural adaptation ever seen.
This classic program takes viewers into the rain forests of
Costa Rica to witness a richly varied habitat under threat
from human encroachment. Here, a basilisk lizard walks on
water, howler monkeys bask in the sun, and leaf-cutting
ants carry sections of foliage many times their weight into
underground fungus gardens. Still provocative after a
quarter century, the film sounds an eloquent warning about
the natural wonders we stand to lose if industry and
agriculture continue to take precedence over rain forest
protection.
How Many People Thirst, starvation, claustrophobia-all three await the whole
Can Live on Planet of humanity, if global population and consumption rates
Earth?
continue unchanged. This program explores the looming
crisis in practical terms, measuring as accurately as possible
our planet's capacity for human habitation. Host Sir David
Attenborough guides viewers through the core problems of
water scarcity, shortsighted agricultural policies, and
alarming birth and death statistics compiled by the United
Nations. Expert guests include population expert and
London School of Economics professor Timothy Dyson;
Nature Conservancy Sustainable Waters Program director
Brian Richter; and NASA analyst Dr. Molly Brown.

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Water -- Environmental aspects. Power resources -- 58 mins
Environmental aspects. Nature -- Effect of human
beings on. Natural resources -- Management. Land
use -- Environmental aspects. Human geography -Environmental aspects. Human ecology.
Environmental geography. Energy development.
Energy consumption. Community ecology. Biotic
communities. Biodiversity -- Conservation.

1983 streaming online

Water -- Environmental aspects. Urbanization.
52mins
Social ecology. Social change -- Environmental
aspects. Rural-urban migration. Population policy.
Nature -- Effect of human beings on. Land use -Environmental aspects. International economic
relations. Human ecology. Environmental
protection. Conservation of natural resources -Economic aspects.

2009 streaming online

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Water
The Pacific:
Biodiversity and
the Protection of
Coral Reefs

Water

Water: A
Celebration

Water

Environmental,
Social and
Economic Issues
in Textiles

Summary
Virtually every reef system in the world is endangered, and
the island nations of the South Pacific provide some of the
most troubling examples. This program examines the
uncertain future of tropical offshore ecosystems using the
French collectivity of New Caledonia as a case study.
Viewers accompany lagoon protection crew members as
they patrol fragile marine reserves by boat; an itinerant
researcher who describes frequent legal conflicts between
tribal interests and environmental regulations; and
outreach personnel working with Kanak and Melanesian
leaders to reduce traditional hillside burns, which lead to
high sediment levels in lagoons.

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Social geography. Social ecology. Physical
27mins
geography. Ocean life. Nature -- Effect of human
beings on. Marine ecology. Marine biology. Human
geography -- Social aspects. Human geography -Environmental aspects. Human ecology.
Environmental protection. Environmental
geography. Ecosystem management. Cultural
geography. Conservation of natural resources -Economic aspects. Oceania. Australia.

2009 streaming online

Nothing is so familiar, and yet so elusive, as water. 25 mins
A running faucet would require 136 trillion years to
discharge the Earth's 326 million cubic miles of
water, but only fresh water-less than three percent
of the global supply-can sustain life. As we
transport, utilize, and consume water, we are
tempted to view it as eternally plentiful. But its
protracted cycle of falling from the sky, seeping
into the ground, resurfacing, and evaporating is a
fickle, unwieldy process that makes water more
precious than gold. This program investigates the
uses and meaning of water in our lives.
What wheat is to bread, cotton is to textiles. But the "white Textile fabrics. Textile design. Sewing.
23mins
gold" that has lined the coffers of cloth manufacturers for Management -- Moral and ethical aspects. Fashion
centuries has also brought about economic and
design. Clothing and dress. Business ethics.
environmental harm. This program examines the global
impact of cotton production and its effect on vulnerable
populations. Viewers learn how pesticides, insecticides, and
irrigation systems used to grow cotton have increased
pollution, depleted water sources, and spurred global

1993 streaming online

Water -- Environmental aspects. Power resources -Environmental aspects. Nature -- Effect of human beings
on. Natural resources -- Management. Land use -Environmental aspects. Human geography -- Environmental
aspects. Human ecology. Environmental geography. Energy
development. Energy consumption. Community ecology.
Biotic communities. Biodiversity -- Conservation.

2009 streaming online

Updated 4/8/2013

Sustainability Related DVDs
Available in CSUN Oviatt Library
Primary Secondary
Title
Category Category
Water
Amazon: Land of
the Flooded
Forest

Water

Summary

When seasonal rains sweep across South America, the
Amazon River and its tributaries overflow their banks to
create an ecosystem unlike any other-a place where, for six
months out of each year, land-dwellers and water-dwellers
mingle. This program joins an expert Amazon biologist in a
journey into the flooded forests of the Amazon Basin to film
dolphins navigating through treetops, a male "water
monkey" releasing a cloud of babies from the nest in its
mouth, and the usually lethargic three-toed sloth swimming
agilely among branches. The video also explores the
depletion of the region's natural resources, both by
Destructive Forces Why do mountains tend to have a triangular shape? How
much rain must fall to start a river? How do single grains of
sand accumulate into a dune? This episode from the

Topics

Length

Year

Availability

Physical geography -- South America. Physical
57mins
geography -- Central America. Physical geography.
Nature -- Effect of human beings on. Marine
organisms. Human geography -- Environmental
aspects. Human ecology. Environmental
geography. Ecosystem management. Biosphere.
Biogeography. Biodiversity -- Conservation.

2002 streaming online

Weather
Natural resources
Landforms

2007 streaming online

52 mins
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